
Worldwide Cycling Adventures

Experience the world at handlebar level with the 
cycling holiday experts. Ever since our adventure 
partner’s first cycle tour in India in 1978, they 
recognised that this was the perfect means 
to explore remote villages a world away from 
the highways. If you haven’t cycled since your 
school days don’t worry. All cycling trips have 
support crew and backup vehicle so you can 
cycle at your own pace, while there are no yellow 
jersey awards at the end of the day.  The cycling 
is through undulating country on sealed and 
unsealed roads with distances ranging between 
20 and 100km a day at a steady pace.

Consult with your travel agent for a full trip 
grading description.

Adventure Coordinators’ TOP 5 picks

AUSTRALIA • BHUTAN • BORNEO • CAMBODIA • CANADA • CHILE • CHINA • COSTA RICA • CUBA • INDIA • JAPAN • KENYA 
LAOS • MOROCCO • NEPAL • SOUTH KOREA • SRI LANKA • TANZANIA • THAILAND • TIBET • UZBEKISTAN • NEW ZEALAND

Vietnam by bike | 15 days

Cycle from Hanoi through the central highlands and along the coast to  
Ho Chi Minh City

Canyons, Condors and  
Machu Picchu by bike | 13 days

The perfect cycling adventure in the Andes

Cycle Myanmar  | 11 days

Explore the rich cultural diversity of Myanmar  
by bike

Wild Mongolia Cycle  | 15 days

One of the true travelling frontiers, Mongolia offers an incredible experience  
for the cyclist
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Western Cape by bike  | 11 days

A stunning cycle journey along the most 
spectacular section of South Africa’s Route 62

Cycling past beautiful temples in Korea | Mark Watson

Tom Gehrels  
impartial travel advice & personal experience from 96 countries

tom@adventurecoordinators.com
toll-free 855-550-7487  /  local 647-550-7487
www.adventurecoordinators.com


